Tin-based perovskites have long remained a side topic in current perovskite optoelectronic research. With the recent efficiency improvement in thin film solar cells and the observation of a long hot carrier cooling time in formamidinium tin iodide (FASnI 3 ), a thorough understanding of the material's photophysics becomes a pressing matter. Since pronounced background doping can easily obscure the actual material properties, it is of paramount importance to understand how different processing conditions affect the observed behavior. Using photoluminescence spectroscopy, thin films of FASnI 3 fabricated through different protocols are therefore investigated. It is shown that hot carrier relaxation occurs much faster in highly p-doped films due to carrier-carrier scattering. From high quality thin films, the longitudinal optical phonon energy and the electron-phonon coupling constant are extracted, which are fundamental to understanding carrier cooling. Importantly, high quality films allow for the observation of a previously unreported state of microsecond lifetime at lower energy in FASnI 3 , that has important consequences for the discussion of long lived emission in the field of metal halide perovskites.
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A remarkable property of many HaPs that recently moved into the center of attention is the extraordinary long relaxation or cooling time τ rel of charge carriers generated with excess energy above the fundamental bandgap. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] A long relaxation time is one major ingredient necessary for the fabrication of hot carrier solar cells (HCSCs)-devices which offer the possibility for overcoming the Shockley-Queisser limit in single junction solar cells. [10] Interestingly, a very slow hot carrier cooling was recently reported for the tin compound formamidinium tin iodide (FASnI 3 ). [9] Tin-based perovskites have so far not been studied as extensively as their leadbased counterparts mainly because they tend to degrade quickly upon air exposure. [11] Tin oxidizes from its desired +2 to its +4 form, which causes strong self p-doping of the perovskite. Particularly, the high background hole density is harmful to the solar cell performance due to the significant monomolecular charge recombination loss. Nonetheless, the solar cell community achieved several important improvements in power conversion efficiency (PCE) through the use of special manufacturing protocols, for example, the addition of SnF 2 or SnCl 2 as a reducing agent or the introduction of a reducing atmosphere (N 2 H 4 ). [12] [13] [14] [15] Similarly, our group showed that the addition of small amounts of 2-phenylethylammonium (PEA) ions on the A-site can stabilize the material, allowing for a better performance in photovoltaic devices. [16] Given these recent developments, a more thorough understanding of the photophysics of tin perovskites and where it differs/corresponds to the behavior of lead perovskites is nece ssary. Importantly, the impact of the processing conditions on the optoelectrical behavior has to be understood in order to acquire meaningful insights into the properties intrinsic to tin perovskites.
In this work, we therefore investigate the photophysics of the important formamidinium tin iodide (FASnI 3 ) variant over a range from room temperature down to ≈4 K while carefully changing the film processing conditions. These prototypical samples exhibit striking differences in emission spectra, photoluminescence (PL) lifetimes, and scattering mechanisms-all of which are important to properly classify reported observations on FASnI 3 and related materials. Crucially, we are also able to reveal a previously unreported long-lived state in the low temperature phase of FASnI 3 , which has a lifetime approaching 10 μs.
Introduction
Metal halide perovskites (HaPs) with a composition of the form ABX 3 (with A being a monovalent cation, B being a divalent metal cation, and X being a monovalent halide anion) are a class of materials with extraordinary properties exploitable in optoelectronic devices. Besides their large absorption coefficients, long charge carrier diffusion lengths, and suitable bandgap energy, it is the possibility to cast thin films from solution that makes them strong candidates for large-scale production of solar cells. [1] Compositional variation furthermore allows for tuning the bandgap of HaPs over a broad part of the visible spectral range into the near infrared region-an important aspect for applications in light emission or multijunction solar cells. [2, 3] 
Results and Discussion
We fabricated three sets of samples of FASnI 3 thin films (processing details are given in the "Materials and Methods" section in the Supporting Information). Additional to neat FASnI 3 , these include one with the commonly employed addition of SnF 2 and one with the addition of 0.08 m PEA, as previously introduced by our group. [16] These samples will in the following be indicated as "neat," "SnF 2 ," and "2D/3D." Especially the latter treatment was shown to increase the film quality, e.g., by ordering the formed crystallites from a random orientation to preferential alignment. Top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs, as given in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, furthermore show the larger crystal size upon SnF 2 addition and the further smoothing of the boundaries for the 2D/3D sample. More details on the effect of these treatments on the film morphology can be found in our previous work. [16] The reduction of self-doping using the latter two protocols, i.e., their higher quality, can be observed readily from the suppression of the Burstein-Moss shift in absorption spectra ( Figure S2 , Supporting Information).
The effects of these different processing conditions on the photoluminescence at room temperature (RT) are reported in Figure 1 . The emission peak for the neat film is found at higher energy than for the other two films (1.351 eV vs 1.347 and 1.344 eV for the SnF 2 and 2D/3D films) as shown in Figure 1a . This blue-shift is due to the partial filling of the valence band in neat FASnI 3 and was similarly observed before for different concentrations of added SnF 2 . [17] Simultaneously, the emission width increases from 99 meV over 107 to 115 meV, which we attribute to increased carrier scattering by both background ions and charge carriers. Moreover, in accordance with earlier reports from our group, [9, 16] these spectra also show that despite naming the last sample "2D/3D," the material behaves like the pure 3D variant-the 2D material was shown to merely template the growth of the 3D phase on top. [16] It is important to note that all measurements were carried out under inert atmosphere and the samples were fabricated in a highly clean nitrogen glove box (water and oxygen concentration ≤0.1 ppm). Already brief air exposure can have a very strong effect on the emission characteristics-especially on the low quality neat film ( Figure S3 , Supporting Information). The 2D/3D sample is much more resilient toward degradation. These strong spectral changes thus underline the importance to know and to control the experimental parameters for meaningful conclusions about this material.
The position and shape of the spectra furthermore depends strongly on the excitation conditions. As shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information, the emission peak shifts toward higher energy upon increasing the fluence of the exciting laser. This is due to a combination of both state filling and hot carrier PL. [9] Nonetheless, this only becomes dominant when exceeding several hundred nJ cm −2 . We thus study our samples in the region of low-level excitation, unless stated otherwise. The power dependence in Figure 1b shows that in this regime, the samples' integrated emission scales linearly with the excitation fluence, indicating the PL to be due to monomolecular processes. Since we do not observe any evidence for exciton formation, we attribute this behavior to a significant amount of background holes to be present even in the high quality 2D/3D film, which is supported by the positive Seebeck coefficient and high conductivity of the 2D/3D film. [16] Figure 1c, finally, displays the time resolved band edge emission under low excitation. Analogous to the general discussion outlined above, we again find a strong impact of the processing conditions leading to a fast decay for the neat film and to longer lifetimes for the films processed with additives. While the PL decays monoexponentially in all cases, the extracted lifetimes range from 220 ps to 16.7 ns, i.e., vary by about two orders of magnitude just due to different casting protocols. We would like to underline that transient PL measurements thus serve as a much stronger indicator for the film quality than steady state measurements. Importantly, the obtained kinetics are independent of the excitation fluence and reproducible in the low-excitation regime ( Figure S5 , Supporting Information).
One of the most intriguing aspects of FASnI 3 is the extended hot carrier lifetime. As we discussed in an earlier report, the loss of the hot carriers' excess energy can involve many different steps. [10] The first stage after excitation is governed by rapid carrier-carrier scattering, or thermalization, which is then followed by the interaction of hot carriers with the lattice through phonons. For the lead-based variants, the field's consensus is that this initial interaction is predominantly due to the emission of longitudinal optical (LO) phonons, i.e., through the so-called Fröhlich interaction.
We use this report to underline an important aspect for the investigation of hot charge carriers in tin perovskites. Figure 2 reports the time resolved PL spectra at different delays for the extreme cases of neat FASnI 3 and the 2D/3D sample. Under the high excitation, band filling and hot carriers lead to the aforementioned blue-shift of the emission. The emission profiles show that the time-dependent red-shift of the emission still occurs after 1000 ps in case of the 2D/3D sample in Figure 2c . The neat film (Figure 2d ), in contrast, does not exhibit any spectral changes after 200 ps and thereby shows the corrupted hot carrier cooling time in this sample. Their drastically shorter hot carrier lifetime is presumably due to the increased loss of excess energy to cold charge carriers during the initial scattering phase. This important aspect underlines how poor film quality will inevitably lead to wrong conclusions about the photophysics in this material.
A powerful way to investigate the electron-phonon interaction is via temperature dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 29, 1902963 This technique has consequently been used to determine the LO phonon energy E LO and the electron-phonon coupling strength γ LO for a variety of perovskite compositions in thin films, quantum dots, and single crystals. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Such studies have the additional benefit of revealing a plethora of useful information about the material properties, such as possible phase transitions, the nature of emitting species (singlets, triples, free carriers), and the impact of temperature on the bandgap energy E gap .
In this spirit, we present the temperature dependent steady state emission for all three samples (normalized for each spectrum), given in Figure 3a -c (absolute spectra in Figure S6 , Supporting Information). All FASnI 3 films exhibit a significantly broader emission than previously observed for FAPbI 3 . [18, 19] At 4 K, the linewidths reduce to 70-110 meV (consider Figure S7 in the Supporting Information) as opposed to ≈20 meV for FAPbI 3 . As detailed in Figure 3d , all samples exhibit the previously observed blue-shift of the emission peak with increasing temperature. [9, 17, 23] Although most materials show the inverse trend, this is the common behavior for HaPs and was similarly observed for example in lead chalcogenides. [24] The explanation for this anomalous trend is currently under discussion. While Saran et al., [25] for example, use a Bose-Einstein two-oscillator model to explain this behavior, Kontos et al. invoke the off-centering (emphanisis) of the metal ions in the MeI 6 octahedra as well as additional dynamic symmetry breaking to explain this trend.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 29, 1902963 Figure 3. Normalized temperature dependent PL spectra of a) the neat, b) the SnF 2 , and c) the 2D/3D sample. d) All materials exhibit a gradual redshift of the peak upon lowering the temperature, but e) the linewidth behaves drastically different. At around 180 and 110 K (possibly also at 50 K), a discontinuity indicates a phase transition (consider vertical lines in (d)). The peak width of the higher quality samples decreases with temperature, but broadens again in the low temperature phase for the 2D/3D variant (green symbols). Fitting this signal with two peaks leads to a width indicated by the blue symbols.
Tracking the peak position reveals a discontinuity at ≈180 K and 110 K (possibly also around 50 K). This suggests that FASnI 3 forms three (four) different crystal phases over the investigated temperature range. Stoumpos et al. determined the RT phase to be orthorhombic with Amm2 symmetry and below 180 K to be orthorhombic with Imm2 symmetry, i.e., distorted octahedra. [26] To the best of our knowledge, data on the low temperature phase is not available at this moment. Interestingly, both the neat films and the SnF 2 sample show a significantly higher peak energy in the intermediate phase than the 2D/3D film. The strong blue-shift of the latter's emission around 180 K (when increasing T) is also not found for those two films-in contrast, the peak energy slightly red-shifts-an aspect to which we shall return below.
Examining the PL linewidth allows for drawing conclusions about the dominant scattering mechanisms for charge carriers. [27] The respective data in Figure 3e displays large differences in this behavior. In the high temperature phase, the linewidth decreases for all three samples when lowering the temperature. Toward the phase transition at 180 K, however, the neat and SnF 2 sample exhibit a distinct widening while the 2D/3D sample reaches a minimum of around 65 meV. Note how these different trends are analogous to the trends for the peak positions discussed above. As reported in our earlier work, the 2D/3D sample can be thought of as a highly ordered 3D film templated onto a 2D interface layer on the substrate. [16] We thus speculate that this templating suppresses phase inhomogeneities occurring due to the reorientations below 180 K.
In the low temperature phase below 110 K, finally, all samples give rise to different trends. The neat film exhibits small changes around a linewidth of 110 meV, largely independent of the temperature. In contrast, the SnF 2 sample shows a strong reduction of the linewidth around 110 K, which further decreases to ≈70 meV below 50 K. The 2D/3D sample shows an unexpected and pronounced broadening of the emission (from 65 meV at 110 K to 83 meV at 50 K; indicated in Figure 3e green as "apparent 2D/3D"). As we shall discuss further below, this is due to the appearance of a second emitting state, which is evident from the time dependent PL in Figure 4 (also consider Figure S6e in the Supporting Information). Peak deconvolution gives rise to the blue symbols in Figure 3e , which show that the 2D/3D sample actually exhibits a narrower line of around 60 meV at 4 K.
Generally, the linewidth ΔE is the sum of an inhomogeneous background term (Γ inh ), for example, due to disorder or doping, plus a scattering term due to acoustic (Γ A ) and optical phonons (Γ LO ), and an impurity term (Γ imp ), leading to ΔE = Γ inh + Γ A + Γ LO + Γ imp . Given the large and virtually constant linewidth below ≈150 K, we follow Wright et al.'s approach [19] and assume the width to only depend on the inhomogeneous term and optical phonon scattering, i.e., Figure S8 in the Supporting Information. The extracted LO phonon energy of 68 meK is significantly larger than for FAPbI 3 , which lies around 15 meV. [18, 19] Similarly, the coupling constant of 511 meK is a surprising order of magnitude larger than for lead iodide variants or MASnI 3 [22] and even exceeds the 161.9 and 226 meV reported for MAPbBr 3 or Cs 2 AgBiBr 6 . [20, 21] As additional evidence to show that ordering and doping are the major source for the linewidth variation, we measured the SnF 2 sample again after aging. The spectra are given in Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 29, 1902963 Figure 3b , the spectra are uniformly broad over the entire temperature range, showing that tin oxidation is the dominant source of the spectral changes.
Time resolved studies confirm the presence of the second state at low temperature. The normalized streak camera plot of the 2D/3D sample in Figure 4a shows that most of the emission decays within the first 2 μs (intensity above 6% is clipped). Additionally, though, there is a pronounced emission tail still decaying at the end of the measurement window of 42 μs. As given in Figure 4b , this latter emission is centered around 1050 nm (1.18 eV), as opposed to the initial 1000 nm (1.24 eV) (unaccounted for camera sensitivity). The peak energy is larger than what might be expected from Figure 3 , since a much higher fluence needs to be employed in order to obtain a measurable long-lived signal (intensity dependent spectra are given in Figure S11 , Supporting Information). The extracted lifetime of the long-lived component amounts to ≈9.7 μs (Figure 4c ). This order of magnitude additionally indicates a different origin than for the emission at early times. Since the SnF 2 sample (data given in Figure S12 , Supporting Information) clearly shows its presence as well, we rule out that this effect is an artifact from the 2D components in the film. Given that this low energy emission is more pronounced for the high quality films, we furthermore exclude it to be due to a trap to band transition. [22] It is worthwhile to closely examine the emergence of this long-lived signal as a function of temperature. If this emission were purely due to the lower thermal energy of carriers at low temperature, one would expect a gradual increase of this low energy signal when decreasing the temperature. In contrast, as suggested by Figure 3c , the signal appears abruptly at the transition to the low temperature phase around 110 K. We thus measured the transient PL also for different temperatures (see streak plots in Figure S13 in the Supporting Information). For four different measurements, taken at 4.3, 50, 110, and 180 K, the behavior of the former two are almost identical with a pronounced long-lived component still visible after 8 μs (Figure 5a) . At 110 K, however, the emission is virtually finished after 2 μs and the one at 180 K occurs even faster (resolution limited). Importantly, as can be seen from the plots in Figure S13 in the Supporting Information, the small long-lived contribution at 110 K is due to the main peak and not shifted to lower energy.
The PL on a shorter time scale up to 10 ns is given in Figure 5 . Again, the behavior is markedly different for the two temperature ranges. While the decay is monoexponential (τ ≈ 20 ns) at room temperature and can best be described with a stretched exponential at intermediate temperatures, the intensity clearly decreases biexponentially at low temperature. For 4.3 and 50 K, the transients are virtually identical with a slow component of τ 2 ≈ 50 ns and a fast one, τ 1 , below 1 ns (resolution limited). We propose that this fast component is due to the transition toward the lower lying state and therefore vanishes in the higher temperature phase. The stark contrast of τ around the phase transition and the different impact of temperature variation within the phases (constant τ at low T and increasing τ in the higher temperature phases) also suggest a strong impact of the crystal structure on the nature of , which switches to a fast, almost monoexponential, behavior at 110 K. Upon further increasing the temperature, the decay slows down, giving a lifetime approaching 20 ns at room temperature. c) We propose an energy scheme involving two emitting states in the low temperature phase, which changes into a one-state model above 110 K. the transition. Importantly, we observe these general trends also for the neat film ( Figure S14 , Supporting Information) and can thus exclude any of these effects to be solely due to the 2D templating.
The emergence of a long-lived emission tail at lower energy has been observed before in lead-based perovskites, but to our knowledge, we are the first to report its presence in a purely tin-based composition. Explanations for this phenomenon in Pb compounds include a slightly indirect bandgap, possibly due to Rashba splitting, [28] [29] [30] a bound exciton, possibly with triplet character [18] or the presence of both ordered and disordered domains at low T. [31] We rule out the latter based on the above argument that order in the 2D/3D sample is increased. Further studies on the origin of this transition will have to include detailed calculations on the material's crystal structure and further studies on highly ordered samples-ideally on single crystals. Since tin atoms are much lighter (Z = 50) than lead atoms (Z = 82), whose spin-orbit coupling is often invoked to motivate the strong Rashba-Dresselhaus effect, [32] [33] [34] the mere presence of an emission tail in FASnI 3 is already a discovery that offers important insights into the properties of this material class.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we investigated the photophysics of FASnI 3 thin films of different quality deposited via different protocols. For neat FASnI 3 , we observe that the PL and absorption characteristics are generally governed by the high doping concentration due to the easy oxidation of tin. The use of SnF 2 as reducing agent or additional templating of FASnI 3 through the use of a thin layer of 2D perovskite is necessary for studying the real material properties including PL peak position, linewidth and lifetime, as well as the recently reported long cooling time of hot charge carriers.
As an important discovery, we observe a long-lived emission tail at an energy below the main peak when the material is cooled down beyond the phase transition around 110 K. This change is accompanied by the emergence of a short decay component of the main emission, which we interpret as being due to the transition of carriers from the high to the low energy state. The lifetime of the latter is ≈10 μs, suggesting its origin to be either due to triplet emission or a slightly indirect bandgap. The latter is often attributed to Rashba splitting in lead-based perovskites, in which heavy Pb ions exhibit a strong spin-orbit coupling. The observation of such a feature in a tin compound of relatively lower atomic number has important consequences for the understanding of this material class.
Having thus demonstrated the great impact of the film quality on the photophysical behavior of FASnI 3 , we propose that further studies should ideally focus on single crystals to ascertain intrinsic material conditions.
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